Industry Gateway News Letter May’ 2012
We now have Abstracts from 101 countries, with a total of 2967 researchers contributing.
The flow of new Abstracts is increasing month by month - You will have received the March
results by email - a great deal of new and interesting activity. Well worth a look!
This month we pleased to profile a leading researcher from, Lucknow, India.
Prof. (Dr.) Bharat Raj Singh his career has spanned a multitude of
interests and disciplines, specializing in Unconventional Manufacturing
Processes, Industrial Engineering, Thermodynamics and Automobiles
and his current research field is in Sustainable Energy Resources,
Environment and Development of zero pollution air engines. (see
Project)
With Degrees in Science, Engineering, a Master’s in Engineering
followed by a MBA and a Ph.D Professor Singh has made significant
contributions to his chosen field, not only in publishing five significant
books and many, many Papers, but by his contribution to
Conferences, symposiums and workshops. As a member of Editorial and Advisory Boards of
more than 15 leading International Journals Professor Singh has a significant impact on
qualitative academic advancement. (see CV)
Professor Singh’s career also encompassed a wealth of professional and industrial experience,
ranging from Project manager, through to Managing Director of Uttar Pradesh Rajkiya Nirman
Nigam, where he also continued as a Consultant. His work in the Industrial field has been well
recognized, both by the State and India and research work in academic fields globally.
We wish him well in his continuing career.
We hope you find our profiles interesting, showing the skills and the personalities that exist
behind the many hours, days and years of research.
Spread the word about IG to your friends and colleagues, so that we too can demonstrate the
many hidden skills that exist.
Yours sincerely,
Industry Gateway Team
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